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Abstract— As conventional electricity assets depleting from 

the Earth and because it harms the Environment Everyone is 

moving in the direction of non-traditional Energy assets. In 

this paper, a product known as “Solar Tree” is introduced. 

Which requires less space than other traditional power 

system as space availability is the principle trouble in cities. 

Solar Tree having a preparation of a couple of sun panel 

linked in series or parallel connection. In this Tree 

arrangement Nano twine sun mobile is use which has better 

absorption potential therefore its miles and revolution within 

the area of “Power Generation” that's exceptionally 

beneficial for cities and for destiny additionally. This paper 

affords an overview on “Solar Tree. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The item of this paintings is to layout an installation that, the 

usage of photovoltaic panels, should offer the strength 

within the regions where the electricity grid isn't reachable 

or regions wherein we don’t need to depend upon it. Using 

the renewable electricity source we’ll get services 

successfully with minimum environmental effect and huge 

financial savings in electricity bills Here comes the 

possibility of a Solar Tree another innovation of placing in 

PV modules on a tall post like structure with leaf like 

branches encompassing it following an example of spiralling   

phyllotaxy as found in characteristic tree. It may take 1% of 

land region rather than well-known PV machine. One need 

to raise the PV boards underneath the sun all together that 

the outside of board gets greatest sunlight based of the day 

being laid at a point. Presently for an occasion, the period of 

two MW power from PV module framework requires the 

place where there is 10 Acres approx. For lodging the 

boards most straightforward]. Be that as it may, land goes to 

be most noteworthy calamity of the earth rather is as of now 

a consuming debacle inside the limit of the nations The 

cultivable land which goes to be the most costly item in the 

nearby to future, if used for other than agriculture, it is going 

to be uncountable loss. Our many countrywide tasks are 

dealing with the severe problem of acquisition of land. 

Therefore if land region is used for shooting the sun power it 

would in no way be value effective and viable for the human 

society. Therefore there's a want for devising a technique 

and fabricating an appropriate device in order that the sun 

energy may be absorbed without occupying a good deal 

floor area, as a substitute utilizing he minimal amount of 

land and the electricity should be economically feasible 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Monish Gupta (2015) analysed that Solar tree panel’s 

generate 20% more Energy than easy flat sun panel made up 

of sun cells. As its place is extra and due to its tree like 

arrangements of solar panel it collects solar increase 2.Five 

hours more than easy sun panel association therefore its 

solar radiations time reduces and energy technology is 

increase as much as 50% as it uses nano solar wires.[1] 

Dipak M. Patil (2016) determined that the day by 

day average consumption of small indian own family is 

ready three.5 kW so it can be effortlessly so it could be 

without problems generated through energy grid system of 

Solar tree. The fee of solar tree and easy PV model is close 

to about identical. We can also lessen the value of sun tree 

through making its layout simple and modern. The equal 

design can be actions to one of a kind region for higher 

power intake.[2] 

A P R Srinivas (2016) studied that a easy sun panel 

established on a pole has decrease performance than number 

of sun panels mounted on same pole having tree like 

structure. The Roof top Solar structures can be changed 

through Solar Tree the Roof top spaced can be applied for 

remake  purposed .So this Solar Tree reduces the gap 

requirement and produces extra output.[3] 

III. SOLAR TREE 

A solar tree is a shape incorporating solar energy technology 

on a unmarried pillar, like a tree trunk. It may be a solar 

artwork or a purposeful electricity generator. Sola tree 

having a pole made up of steel and sun panels are placed on 

special poles having an arrangement like branches of a tree 

looks like as a artificial tree like a shape which generates 

power from daylight via using PV cells. We can also use 

nano sun twine for higher Efficiency. Photograph voltaic 

cells are orchestrated in Fibonacci arrangement in region of 

leaves in sun based tree which shows up is a counterfeit tree. 

The amount of solidarity delivered by means of sun based 

tree is more prominent than a variety of sun oriented cells 

Solar Energy accumulated by means of solar panels 

transformed into electric Energy and then stored into 

Batteries which can be in addition used as per requirements. 

 
Components of Solar Tree 

− Solar panels,  

− Long tower, 

− LEDs,  

− Batteries, 

− Stems for connecting panels 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this work, we've got provided our notion that Right now, 

got gave our thought that Solar Tree thought for home 

charge is gigantic advance to decrease power   installments 

and reliance on lattice power which is untrustworthy these 

days in India. It furthermore offers smooth force supply to 

lessen the worldwide temperature alteration. Vitality call for 

(heap) of the little hover of family members is considered 

and taken for deciding the capability of proposed gadget and 

machine perspective sizes. 

V. WORKING OF SOLAR TREE 

Working of Solar Tree: Fluctuations which may be is 

accessible in yield are wiped out with the guide of the day 

night cycle and the climate shifts. The sun based boards 

charged eventually of the day. The LED's of sun oriented 

tree inside the boards are consequently on inside the evening 

time and gets off inside the morning. This computerized 

procedure is performed with the guide of the sensors which 

can be utilized inside the sun boards. The capacity of power 

is a basic issue in those trees. Spiraling Phyllataxy 

Technique: By the utilization of this methodology the sun 

boards are masterminded in the sun based tree. By this 

procedure the entirety of the lower boards grasp a similar 

measure of the sun quality like the top boards. Since the 

lower boards are secured by means of the shadow of upper 

boards and the lower ones can't hold onto a similar quality 

that is the reason this innovation is utilized. Fundamentally 

the timespan Phyllataxy is used in Botany. The significance 

of Phyllataxy is relationship of leaves. The methods for 

winding is Alternate. The leaves masterminded in exchange, 

opposite and whorled way when the leaves are developing 

from a similar hub. This strategy builds the proficiency of 

those shrubs. Why superior to customary machine: Solar 

brambles are better than the conventional machine since 

they requires less land around 1% of the land simultaneously 

as the straightforward sun oriented clusters required 

additional land. For example in the event that we produce 

2MW force from cluster of sun based boards the 10-12 area 

of the land is required however by method for utilizing the 

sun powered tree we require best 1% way best zero.10-

zero.12 area of the land that is the reason those are higher 

choice for future. In level sun boards the created power is a 

hundred% and inside the Fibonacci arrangement trees it's far 

around one hundred twenty% which is extra and the time 

required is half not exactly the level sun based boards. The 

arrangement and equal total of level boards gives handiest 

2.31 watts while the sun oriented tree offers 8.28kWh 

power. Correlation with Real Tree: From the figures we can 

see that the sunlight based trees works like the trees or more 

than shrubs 

VI. DESIGN AND CALCULATIONS 

The accompanying parameters are consider the 

advancement of sun tree. The length of the stem is 3.65m 

from ground to the top and the measurement of the stem is 

0.055m. There are eleven branches and mentality of each 

branch is 400 from its stem. The disposition of sun powered 

board consistent at the highest point of every division is 450 

to its branches. The base spot of sun tree is 121.Ninety two 

m2 and it will probably be grounded. Sun based tree can run 

four bulbs everything about force and fumes fanatic of 60W 

close by various home apparatuses for around five hours 

with regards to day and the absolute burden or force 

necessity is about equivalent to 0.228 Kwh/day. Base on 

prerequisites of the gadget voltage is picked by and large dc 

load is considerably less than 2Kilowatt the framework volt 

is chosen 12Vdc..  

Pinnacle Watt Power By thinking about of 

productivity of charge controller, 85 percent and battery 

bank and wire misfortune is 3 percent   . The vitality 

necessity from PV module: E  

E= 1 (battery x charge controller x wiring) …  (1) 

= 1 (0.84x 0.84 x0.97) 

= 1.42 

= 1.40 around. 

Subsequently, vitality from Module (PV cluster): EA = FL x 

1.4 … (2) 

Where, FL= Estimated normal day by day vitality utilization 

in Wh/day. 

Subsequently, 

p exhibit = 228 Wh  x1.4 

= 319.4 Wh/day 

= 320Wh/day (around) 

The pinnacle watt rating of module for sun based 

Tree framework Will be, W top = 𝑃 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 Average every 

day sun hour on tilted surface at scope 

W top = 320/6 W 

Top = 54 WP 

All out (I dc) 

The all out Module Current: Idc 

I dc = Peak Watt Rating frame work volt …   (4) 

Where 

Framework volt: Vdc = 54/12 

= 4.5A 

4.3 array size 

The quantity of Modules in arrangement: N mp N mp = I dc 

I mpp … (5) 

= 4.5/2.8 =1.607 Rounding above count esteem, the absolute 

number of modules in arrangement = 2. The quantity of 

modules to be associated in equal: 

N mp N ms = nominal framework volt (V dc) U mpp … (6) 

= 12/2.1089 

= 5.69 

= 6 (around), 6 modules will be in equal. 

All out cluster Size = 6 x 2 = 12. 

4.4 Battery Bank Size The all-out DC load necessity = P 

cluster/framework voltage …   (7) 

= 120/12 = 10A 

Considered Battery self-sufficiency multi day absolute 

necessity = 10Ampere 

Thinking about battery productivity and profundity 

of release (DOD) equivalent to 80 percent 

Battery limit = 10/2(0.8x0.8) 

= 7.8A 

= 8A (roughly) 

Charge controller capacity 

The Factor of wellbeing (Fsafe) is vital so as to 

take into account a sensible framework extension. 
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In this manner, the ideal Charge Controller Current 

(Icc) is given by the condition, 

I cc= Iscm x N pm x f safe …   (8) 

Where, I cc = Charge Control Current 

I scm = impede to choose module 

N pm = Number of Modules equal 

f Safe = Safe Factor 

I cc = 3.04 x 5.84 x 1.3 

= 23.7 

System wiring size the dc link from PV cluster to 

the cell Bank through the Charge Controller, 

I rates = N mp x I sc x F safe …   (9) 

= 5.04 x 5.84 x 1.9 

= 23.07 = 24A 

VII. ADVANTAGES OF SOLAR TREE 

This contraption does now not require the got monstrous 

landed having a place sat an unmarried area, rather for this 

type of sun power eraThe Road sides, the islands, in the 

middle of broad streets/parkways, the limit dividers, etc 

might be utilized. Sunlight based boards have no 

transportable parts and are very basic touse. In the wake of 

being establishment pleasantly, they do now not should be 

tinkered with and will keeping working for a long time. In 

truth, numerous producers have 25 a year guarantees on 

their boards. No depend where you live, the odds are that 

you use sun boards for you electrical wishes. They are tough 

and are truly versatile to atmosphere circumstances and the  

The present board styles are sufficiently green to 

works of art pleasantly without experiencing on the double 

south and a couple may likewise deliver power under 

overcast spread 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Sun based tree is a dynamic urban lights idea that speaks to 

a perfect beneficial interaction between spearheading design 

and lessening feature eco appropriate age. The tree 

configuration made half additional power and the assortment 

time of sunshine was as much as half more. It encourages 

the environment, sets aside cash, sensibly estimated to apply 

house. It loosened and keep going for anytime and 

environmental factors inviting. To ful fill the expanding 

power call for of the individuals, sparing of land, the 

sunlight based tree idea is extremely a hit one should be 

applied in India to offer vitality without the problem of 

power decrease and the more noteworthy quality can be 

given to the lattice. Sunlight based tree could the 

outstanding answer for the Power wishes. 
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